Research Paper On Abortion
Pro Life
This is likewise one of the factors by obtaining
the soft documents of this Research Paper On
Abortion Pro Life by online. You might not require
more epoch to spend to go to the books
introduction as capably as search for them. In
some cases, you likewise realize not discover the
pronouncement Research Paper On Abortion Pro Life
that you are looking for. It will categorically
squander the time.
However below, considering you visit this web
page, it will be suitably certainly easy to
acquire as capably as download guide Research
Paper On Abortion Pro Life
It will not believe many times as we notify
before. You can pull off it though play-act
something else at home and even in your workplace.
hence easy! So, are you question? Just exercise
just what we present below as capably as
evaluation Research Paper On Abortion Pro Life
what you in imitation of to read!
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Wikipedia 2013-09 Please
note that the content of
this book primarily
consists of articles
available from Wikipedia
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Does the Pro-Life
Worldview Make Sense?
Stephen Kershnar
2017-10-03 This book
looks at a family of
views involving the prolife view of abortion
and Christianity. These
issues are important
because major religious
branches (for example,
Catholicism and some
large branches of
Evangelicalism) and
leading politicians
assert, or are committed
to, the following: (a)
it is permissible to
prevent some people from
going to hell, (b)
abortion prevents some
people from going to
hell, and (c) abortion
is wrong. They also
assert, or are committed
to, the following: (d)
it is permissible to use
defensive violence to
prevent people from
killing innocents, (e)
doctors who perform
abortions kill
innocents, and Downloaded
(f) it from
is
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wrong to use defensive
violence against doctors
who perform abortions.
Stephen Kershnar argues
that these and other
principles are
inconsistent. Along the
way, he explores the
ways in which theories
of hell, right
forfeiture, and good
consequences relate to
each other and the above
inconsistencies.
Abortion Politics Ziad
Munson 2018-05-21
Abortion has remained
one of the most volatile
and polarizing issues in
the United States for
over four decades.
Americans are more
divided today than ever
over abortion, and this
debate colors the
political, economic, and
social dynamics of the
country. This book
provides a balanced,
clear-eyed overview of
the abortion debate,
including the
perspectives of both the
pro-life and pro-choice
movements. It covers the
history of the debate
from colonial times to
the present, the
mobilization of mass
movements around the

issue, the ways it is
understood by ordinary
Americans, the impact it
has had on US political
development, and the
differences between the
abortion conflict in the
US and the rest of the
world. Throughout these
discussions, Ziad Munson
demonstrates how the
meaning of abortion has
shifted to reflect the
changing anxieties and
cultural divides which
it has come to
represent. Abortion
Politics is an
invaluable companion for
exploring the abortion
issue and what it has to
say about American
society, as well as the
dramatic changes in
public understanding of
women’s rights,
medicine, religion, and
partisanship.
Abortion Wendy Lanier
2009-04-03 According to
the Pew Research Center,
59 percent of Americans
say abortion should be
legal. However, nearly
four-in-ten Americans
say that abortion is
morally wrong.
Individual states
continue to be polarized
and have instituted
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their own restrictions
on this controversial
issue. This
comprehensive volume
explores the debate
surrounding abortion,
the history of the
procedure, arguments for
and against it, and its
physical and
psychological
consequences.
Catechism of the
Catholic Church Catholic
Church 1997 This updated
second edition of the
Catechism of the
Catholic Church
incorporates all the
final modifications made
in the complete,
official Latin text,
accompanied by line-byline explanations of
orthodox Catholicism,
summaries of each
section, a detailed
index, extensive crossreferences, and helpful
footnotes.
The Ethics of Abortion
Christopher Kaczor
2014-12-05 Appealing to
reason rather than
religious belief, this
book is the most
comprehensive case
against the choice of
abortion yet published.
This Second Edition of

The Ethics of Abortion
critically evaluates all
the major grounds for
denying fetal
personhood, including
the views of those who
defend not only abortion
but also post-birth
abortion. It also
provides several (nontheological)
justifications for the
conclusion that all
human beings, including
those in utero, should
be respected as persons.
This book also critiques
the view that abortion
is not wrong even if the
human fetus is a person.
The Ethics of Abortion
examines hard cases for
those who are prolife,
such as abortion in
cases of rape or in
order to save the
mother’s life, as well
as hard cases for
defenders of abortion,
such as sex selection
abortion and the
rationale for being
"personally opposed" but
publically supportive of
abortion. It concludes
with a discussion of
whether artificial wombs
might end the abortion
debate. Answering the
arguments of defenders
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of abortion, this book
provides reasoned
justification for the
view that all
intentional abortions
are ethically wrong and
that doctors and nurses
who object to abortion
should not be forced to
act against their
consciences. Updates and
Revisions to the Second
Edition include: -A
response to Alberto
Giubilini’s and
Francesca Minerva’s now
famous 2012 article,
"After-Birth Abortion"
in the Journal of
Medical Ethics Responses to new
defenses of Judith
Jarvis Thomson’s
violinist argument -The
addition of a new
chapter on gradualist
views of fetal moral
worth, including Jeff
McMahan’s Time-Relative
Interest Account -The
addition of a new
chapter on the
conscience protection
for health care workers
who are opposed to
abortion -Responses to
many critiques of the
first edition, including
those made by Donald
Marquis, David DeGrazia,

and William E. May
Her Body, Our Laws
Michelle Oberman
2018-01-16 With stories
from the front lines, a
legal scholar journeys
through distinct legal
climates to understand
precisely why and how
the war over abortion is
being fought. Drawing on
her years of research in
El Salvador—one of the
few countries to ban
abortion without
exception—legal scholar
Michelle Oberman
explores what happens
when abortion is a
crime. Oberman reveals
the practical challenges
raised by a thriving
black market in abortion
drugs, as well as the
legal challenges to law
enforcement. She
describes a system in
which doctors and
lawyers collaborate in
order to identify and
prosecute those
suspected of abortionrelated crimes, and the
troubling results of
such collaboration:
mistaken diagnoses,
selective enforcement,
and wrongful
convictions. Equipped
with this understanding,
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Oberman turns her
attention to the United
States, where the battle
over abortion is fought
almost exclusively in
legislatures and
courtrooms. Beginning in
Oklahoma, one of the
most pro-life states,
and through interviews
with current and former
legislators and
activists, she shows how
Americans voice their
moral opposition to
abortion by supporting
laws that would restrict
it. In this America, the
law is more a symbol
than a plan. Oberman
challenges this vision
of the law by
considering the
practical impact of
legislation and policies
governing both
motherhood and abortion.
Using stories gathered
from crisis pregnancy
centers and abortion
clinics, she unmasks the
ways in which the law
already shapes women’s
responses to unplanned
pregnancy, generating
incentives or penalties,
nudging pregnant women
in one direction or
another. In an era in
which every election

cycle features a pitched
battle over abortion’s
legality, Oberman uses
her research to expose
the limited ways in
which making abortion a
crime matters. Her
insight into the
practical consequences
that will ensue if
states are permitted to
criminalize abortion
calls attention to the
naïve and misguided
nature of contemporary
struggles over
abortion’s legality. A
fresh look at the battle
over abortion law, Her
Body, Our Laws is an
invitation to those on
all sides of the issue
to move beyond the
incomplete discourse
about legality by
understanding how the
law actually matters.
Defenders of the Unborn
Daniel K. Williams 2016
Provocative and
insightful, Defenders of
the Unborn is a mustread for anyone who
craves a deeper
understanding of a
highly-charged issue"-The Turnaway Study Diana
Greene Foster 2021-06 "A
groundbreaking and
illuminating look
at the
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state of abortion access
in America and the first
long-term study of the
consequences-emotional,
physical, financial,
professional, personal,
and psychological-of
receiving versus being
denied an abortion on
women's lives"-Pro: Reclaiming Abortion
Rights Katha Pollitt
2014-10-14 A POWERFUL
ARGUMENT FOR ABORTION AS
A MORAL RIGHT AND SOCIAL
GOOD BY A NOTED FEMINIST
AND LONGTIME COLUMNIST
FOR THE NATION Forty
years after the landmark
Roe v. Wade ruling,
"abortion" is still a
word that is said with
outright hostility by
many, despite the fact
that one in three
American women will have
terminated at least one
pregnancy by menopause.
Even those who support a
woman's right to an
abortion often qualify
their support by saying
abortion is a "bad
thing," an "agonizing
decision," making the
medical procedure so
remote and radioactive
that it takes it out of
the world of the
everyday, turning an act

that is normal and
necessary into something
shameful and secretive.
Meanwhile, with each
passing day, the rights
upheld by the Supreme
Court are being
systematically eroded by
state laws designed to
end abortion outright.
In this urgent,
controversial book,
Katha Pollitt reframes
abortion as a common
part of a woman's
reproductive life, one
that should be accepted
as a moral right with
positive social
implications. In Pro,
Pollitt takes on the
personhood argument,
reaffirms the priority
of a woman's life and
health, and discusses
why terminating a
pregnancy can be a force
for good for women,
families, and society.
It is time, Pollitt
argues, that we reclaim
the lives and the rights
of women and mothers.
The Safety and Quality
of Abortion Care in the
United States National
Academies of Sciences,
Engineering, and
Medicine 2018-06-24
Abortion is a legal
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medical procedure that
has been provided to
millions of American
women. Since the
Institute of Medicine
first reviewed the
health implications of
national legalized
abortion in 1975, there
has been a plethora of
related scientific
research, including
well-designed randomized
clinical trials,
systematic reviews, and
epidemiological studies
examining abortion care.
This research has
focused on examining the
relative safety of
abortion methods and the
appropriateness of
methods for different
clinical circumstances.
With this growing body
of research, earlier
abortion methods have
been refined,
discontinued, and new
approaches have been
developed. The Safety
and Quality of Abortion
Care in the United
States offers a
comprehensive review of
the current state of the
science related to the
provision of safe, highquality abortion
services in the United

States. This report
considers 8 research
questions and presents
conclusions, including
gaps in research.
From Pro-life to Prochoice: The Dramatic
Shift in Seventh-day
Adventist's Attitudes
Towards Abortion Nic
Samojluk 2011-11 A study
of Adventist literature
showing the dramatic
shift by the Seventh-day
Adventist North American
Church' attitude towards
one of the most
fundamental rules
designed by God for the
protection of human
life-the Sixth
Commandment which
forbids the murder of
innocent human beings. A
careful research
indicating that
financial profit moved
the church leadership to
tolerate the offering of
abortion on demand
services to the patients
of several hospitals
owned and managed by the
Adventist organization.
Beating Hearts Sherry F.
Colb 2016-03-08 How can
someone who condemns
hunting, animal farming,
and animal
experimentation
also
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favor legal abortion,
which is the deliberate
destruction of a human
fetus? The authors of
Beating Hearts aim to
reconcile this apparent
conflict and examine the
surprisingly similar
strategic and tactical
questions faced by
activists in the prolife and animal rights
movements. Beating
Hearts maintains that
sentience, or the
ability to have
subjective experiences,
grounds a being's
entitlement to moral
concern. The authors
argue that nearly all
human exploitation of
animals is unjustified.
Early abortions do not
contradict the sentience
principle because they
precede fetal sentience,
and Beating Hearts
explains why the mere
potential for sentience
does not create moral
entitlements. Late
abortions do raise
serious moral questions,
but forcing a woman to
carry a child to term is
problematic as a form of
gender-based
exploitation. These
ethical explorations

lead to a wider
discussion of the
strategies deployed by
the pro-life and animal
rights movements. Should
legal reforms precede or
follow attitudinal
changes? Do gory images
win over or alienate
supporters? Is violence
ever principled? By
probing the connections
between debates about
abortion and animal
rights, Beating Hearts
uses each highly
contested set of
questions to shed light
on the other.
Evicitionism Walter E.
Block 2021-11-23 This
book applies libertarian
property rights theory
to a vexing controversy,
abortion. This book
offers a compromise
solution that will not
fully please either of
the two sides of this
debate, but, is the only
possible reconciliation
between the two. Nor are
its benefits limited to
the fact that the
opposing forces in this
debate may be brought
together. Evictionism,
also, is the only
philosophical position
compatible with
human
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rights; neither of the
other two can make this
claim. There are many
other publications and
learned articles
supporting the pro-life
position as well as
defending the pro-life
viewpoint. This is the
only book that offers a
perspective on abortion
that is radically
different than both.
This book uniquely
applies private property
rights theories we all
agree upon when referred
to issues such as real
estate, crime, torts,
etc., to abortion. The
underlying philosophical
contribution of
Evictionism this book
presents is that these
basic legal premises can
be utilized in this
controversial case as
well as practically
everywhere else in law.
Want to solve the
abortion controversy?
Want to demonstrate that
both the pro-life and
the pro-choice positions
are erroneous? Want to
read about a position
that is a compromise
between the pro-life and
the pro-choice
positions? Then this

book provides robust
understanding,
discussions and
applications for getting
to the truth about this
issue.
The Promise and Politics
of Stem Cell Research
Pam Solo 2007 How did
scientific and medical
research on something
smaller than the period
at the end of a sentence
come to such prominence
in American political
life? Confounding the
traditional polarized
politics of the country
previously dominated by
anti-abortion and prochoice politics, the
politics of stem cell
research may be
redrawing the borders of
public life. This book
explores the new
political partnerships
that have been formed
across party lines, the
remarkable
collaborations between
scientists and patients
as advocates for
research, and the
promise of stem cell
research that hangs in
the balance.
After Roe Mary Ziegler
2015-06-15 In the decade
after the 1973 Downloaded
Supremefrom
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Court decision on
abortion, advocates on
both sides sought common
ground. But as proabortion and antiabortion positions
hardened over time into
pro-choice and pro-life,
the myth was born that
Roe v. Wade was a ruling
on a woman’s right to
choose. Mary Ziegler’s
account offers a
corrective.
Everything You Need to
Know about Abortion
Claire Andersson
2017-06-14 Deciding
whether or not to
terminate a pregnancy wanted, unwanted, or
unexpected - can be a
very difficult decision.
Choosing to have an
abortion is a very
personal decision, and
only You can be the
person to make that
decision for yourself.
You can talk to your
doctor, or close friends
or family, about what
you should do, but you
should not feel coerced
into any option.
Understand abortion laws
and procedures by doing
your own research, and
reflecting on your own
lifestyle and values,

and come to the decision
that's right for you.
Commonly asked questions
about abortions that are
described in the book
are: How does it feel to
have an abortion? Does
it hurt, ? How much does
an abortion cost? What
is the day-after pill?
What is the medical
procedures of an
abortion? Which law
applies in which state?
What was the roe vs wade
case? What is the
difference between Prolife and Pro-Choice?
This new book,
Everything You Need To
Know About Abortion,
gives you a great
insight in the world of
abortion and can help
you gain different
perspectives on how to
base your decision
making. Every woman
might feel sometime that
there are things you
want to know but are to
afraid to ask about.
Interdisciplinary Views
on Abortion Susan A.
Martinelli-Fernandez
2014-01-10 This book
examines issues
surrounding abortion and
abortion practices in
the United States
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through the perspectives
of multiple disciplines,
including sociology,
anthropology,
philosophy, community
health, theology, and
political science. The
essays parallel the
interdisciplinary nature
of feminist and women’s
studies, situating
abortion within a wider
understanding of the
impact of reproduction
on women’s lives and
their health. The
contributing authors
provide an accessible
summary of the numerous
topics surrounding
abortion, and the essays
reflect both original
research and scholarly
discourse on existing
research and literature.
Instructors considering
this book for use in a
course may request an
examination copy here.
Pro-Life, Pro-Choice
Bertha Manninen
2014-07-01 In this
provocative and
accessible book, the
author defends a prochoice perspective but
also takes seriously
pro-life concerns about
the moral value of the
human fetus, questioning

whether a fetus is
nothing more than "mere
tissue." She examines
the legal status of the
fetus in the recent
Personhood Amendments in
state legislatures and
in Supreme Court
decisions and asks
whether Roe v. Wade
should have focused on
the viability of the
fetus or on the bodily
integrity of the woman.
Manninen approaches the
abortion controversy
through a variety of
perspectives and ethical
frameworks. She
addresses the social
circumstances that
influence many women's
decision to abort and
considers whether we
believe that there are
good and bad reasons to
abort. Manninen also
looks at the call for
post-abortion fetal
grieving rituals for
women who desire them
and the attempt to make
room in the pro-choice
position for the views
of prospective fathers.
The author spells out
how the two sides
demonize each other and
proposes ways to find
degrees of convergence
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between the seemingly
intractable positions.
Abortion Worldwide 2009
"This report assesses
progress over the past
decade regarding the
legality, safety and
accessibility of
abortion services
worldwide. It summarizes
developments in policy
and documents recent
trends in abortion
incidence, with a focus
on unsafe abortion. It
also examines the
relationship between
unintended pregnancy,
contraception and
abortion, placing
abortion within the
broader context of
women's reproductive
lives." - p. 4.
The Duping of America M
a M Ed Rick Garrett
2021-02-23 "The Duping
of America" is the
result of two years of
research and thorough
examination of multiple
facets of the abortion
debate, with more than
150 citations from
medical, scientific,
legal and ethics
experts. The goal of the
book is to educate
readers about abortion
and motivate them to

take a stand to protect
life based on objective
evidence. It examines
the social and cultural
trends that led to the
1973 Roe v. Wade
decision and what the
effects have been, and
reveals the inner
workings of Planned
Parenthood. Presenting
the impact the media and
Hollywood have had in
promoting abortion and
shaping public opinion,
it equips the reader
with facts to disprove
the fourteen most common
anti-life arguments.
Different types of
abortions and their
legal implications are
described based on
former abortionists'
testimony, and also
considers who were among
the 61,000,000 people we
have aborted so far. The
role of crisis pregnancy
centers in helping women
in problem pregnancies
as well as serving postabortive women and
sources for healing are
outlined. In addition,
the book includes
statistics and the
politics of abortion, as
well as the role played
by religion. It
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concludes with a
challenge to the reader
to take a stand to
defend unborn human
life, and offers seven
specific actions the
pro-life advocate can
take. As a lifelong prolife advocate, Rick has
always been interested
in justice issues and
probing the core of
complicated, sometimes
controversial subjects.
"The Duping of America"
is his first attempt at
publishing a fact-based
approach to examine such
a topic. With two
bachelor's degrees from
Eastern Illinois
University and two
graduate degrees from
UCLA, Rick was raised in
Illinois, but has lived
in Southern California
for many years. He and
his wife have two adult
children and are
expecting their third
grandchild in 2020. His
goal is to educate
readers and listeners
about abortion and
motivate them to take a
stand for life. He
enjoys traveling,
gardening, food, hiking,
ocean kayaking, and
touring visitors around

southern California. He
is available for
speaking engagements and
fundraisers for pro-life
organizations and crisis
pregnancy centers.
Making Abortion Rare
David C Reardon
2020-07-29 Is it
possible for abortion to
become rare even though
it remains legal under
Roe v Wade? Dr. Reardon
answers "yes" and lays
out an innovative threepronged strategy for
dramatically curtailing
abortion rates.Making
Abortion Rare reveals a
compassionate and
comprehensive program of
pastoral, political, and
educational reform. This
carefully considered
approach will reduce
antagonism, will create
a healing environment
for those who have been
emotionally wounded by
abortion, and will draw
Americans together
through their common
concern for women.Prolife and pro-choice
leaders have called this
new approach "inspired."
Pro-abortion radicals
have scorned it as
"devious." But all three
camps agree that
Making
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Abortion Rare is
redefining the abortion
debate-forever.This book
builds on the previous
works of Dr. Reardon,
which demonstrate that
abortion is hurting more
women than it helps. It
poses inherent threats
to the physical,
psychological, social,
familial, and spiritual
health of women. With a
clear, logical, and
humane voice, Dr.
Reardon provides readers
with a practical
strategy for preventing
over 80% of all
abortions . . . those
that are fundamentally
unwanted (coerced) or
unsafe.About the
AuthorDavid C. Reardon,
Ph.D., is a biomedical
ethicist, researcher,
and director of the
Elliot Institute for
Social Sciences
Research. He has been
involved in postabortion research and
education since 1983 and
is considered a leading
expert on post-abortion
issues.Dr. Reardon is
the author of numerous
of peer reviewed medical
studies about abortion's
risks. His related books

include: Aborted Women,
Silent No More; The
Jericho Plan: Breaking
Down the Walls Which
Prevent Post-Abortion
Healing; Victims and
Victors: Speaking Out
About Their Pregnancies,
Abortions, and Children
Resulting From Sexual
Assault; and (with Dr.
Theresa Burke) Forbidden
Grief: The Unspoken Pain
of Abortion.
Pro-Life John J.
Pasquini 2003-09-01 "Fr.
Pasquini has written a
remarkable compendium of
clear, concise pro-life
issues, some of which
will surprise readers.
There is a great value
for the common man in
having such a readable
and understandable
manual on the life
issues, and I am
certainly going to hand
out copies of this work
to pro-lifers on every
continent." Rev. Fr.
Thomas J. Euteneuer,
President, Human Life
International "'Prolife' is required
reading for all, even
the seasoned pro-lifers!
Written in an easy to
understand format, it is
loaded with facts
and
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figures It should be
required reading for all
bishops, pastors,
priests, religious,
politicians, judges,
teachers, the media and
all who in some way or
other influence our
culture." Edward J.
Daccarett Publisher,
Christian Action News
President, Florida ProLife Billboards Radio
Host, Sign of the Times
"A wonderful book, a
must read for all those
involved in life issues.
Don Kazimir, Respect
Life Director Diocese of
Palm Beach "This book is
a veritable arsenal, a
formidable tool for prolife activists and
potential activists." M
Susan Pine, Executive
Director FACE Life, Inc.
"It is decisive and
easily understandable "
"It provides pro-life
teaching which meets the
requirement of 'making
justice our aim.'" Rich
Geisman President, Palm
Beach Right to Life
League
Abortion Mary E.
Williams 2002 Presents
opposing viewpoints on
the legality, morality,
responsibility for, and

justification of
abortion, and includes
critical thinking skills
activities.
Safe Abortion
Organització Mundial de
la Salut 2003-05-13 At a
UN General Assembly
Special Session in 1999,
governments recognised
unsafe abortion as a
major public health
concern, and pledged
their commitment to
reduce the need for
abortion through
expanded and improved
family planning
services, as well as
ensure abortion services
should be safe and
accessible. This
technical and policy
guidance provides a
comprehensive overview
of the many actions that
can be taken in health
systems to ensure that
women have access to
good quality abortion
services as allowed by
law.
The Pro-Life Playbook
Jordan D Groff
2022-01-02 In a
politically charged
environment, the topic
of abortion often sparks
strong emotional
responses. Friendships
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have been lost and
family ties have been
broken solely on the
disagreement of this
issue. Is there a
possible resolution
between Pro-life and
Pro-choice advocates?
Can we begin to
understand each other?
The Pro-life Playbook is
an argument by argument
counter to every
mainstream Pro-choice
talking point wrapped
into one convenient,
easy to read book. A
useful resource for
readers of all age
groups and all political
persuasions, this book
provides a thorough
breakdown of the
principles surrounding
the abortion debate and
works to reach the
climax of the discussion
by finding the most
scientifically justified
definition of intrinsic
value. Utilizing
religion-free logical
counters to the Prochoice perspective, this
book focuses on the
scientific justification
of the Pro-life
viewpoint. As the
political environment
around the abortion

debate continues to
swirl, this book is your
guide to a grounded and
logical perspective.
Jordan Groff is a
lifelong pro-life
advocate and has
dedicated the past five
years to expanding his
research and knowledge
on the science of
abortion. He is focused
on educating current and
future generations about
the intrinsic value of
human life and would
like this book to help
other advocates begin
their journey in
fighting for the right
to life for those that
are the most helpless
among us - the unborn.
Defending Life Francis
J. Beckwith 2007-08-13
Defending Life is
arguably the most
comprehensive defense of
the pro-life position on
abortion - morally,
legally, and politically
- that has ever been
published in an academic
monograph. It offers a
detailed and critical
analysis of Roe v. Wade
and Planned Parenthood
v. Casey as well as
arguments by those who
defend a Rawlsian
case
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for abortion-choice,
such as J. J. Thomson.
The author defends the
substance view of
persons as the view with
the most explanatory
power. The substance
view entails that the
unborn is a subject of
moral rights from
conception. While
defending this view, the
author responds to the
arguments of thinkers
such as Boonin, Dworkin,
Stretton, Ford and
Brody. He also critiques
Thomson's famous
violinist argument and
its revisions by Boonin
and McDonagh. Defending
Life includes chapters
critiquing arguments
found in popular
politics and the
controversy over cloning
and stem cell research.
The Turnaway Study Diana
Greene Foster 2020-06-02
“If you read only one
book about democracy,
The Turnaway Study
should be it. Why?
Because without the
power to make decisions
about our own bodies,
there is no democracy.”
—Gloria Steinem The
“remarkable” (The New
Yorker) landmark study

of the consequences on
women’s lives—emotional,
physical, financial,
professional, personal,
and psychological—of
receiving versus being
denied an abortion that
“should be required
reading for every judge,
member of Congress, and
candidate for office—as
well as anyone who hopes
to better understand
this complex and
important issue” (Cecile
Richards). What happens
when a woman seeking an
abortion is turned away?
To answer this question,
Diana Greene Foster
assembled a team of
scientists—psychologists
, epidemiologists,
demographers, nurses,
physicians, economists,
sociologists, and public
health researchers—to
conduct a ten-year
study. They followed a
thousand women from
across America, some of
whom received abortions,
some of whom were turned
away. Now, for the first
time, Dr. Foster
presents the results of
this landmark study in
one extraordinary,
groundbreaking book.
Judges, politicians,
and
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pro-life advocates
routinely defend their
anti-abortion stance by
claiming that abortion
is physically risky and
leads to depression and
remorse. Dr. Foster’s
data proves the opposite
to be true. Foster
documents the outcomes
for women who received
and were denied an
abortion, analyzing the
impact on their mental
and physical health,
their careers, their
romantic relationships,
and their other
children, if they have
them. Women who received
an abortion were better
off by almost every
measure than women who
did not, and five years
after they receive an
abortion, 99 percent of
women do not regret it.
As the national debate
around abortion
intensifies, The
Turnaway Study offers
the first thorough,
data-driven examination
of the negative
consequences for women
who cannot get abortions
and provides
incontrovertible
evidence to refute the
claim that abortion

harms women. Interwoven
with the study findings
are ten “engaging, indepth” (Ms. Magazine)
first-person narratives.
Candid, intimate, and
deeply revealing, they
bring to life the women
and the stories behind
the science. Revelatory,
essential, and
“particularly relevant
now” (HuffPost), this is
a must-read for anyone
who cares about the
impact of abortion and
abortion restrictions on
people’s lives.
The Party of Death
Ramesh Ponnuru
2013-02-05 Is the
Democratic Party the
“Party of Death”? If you
look at their agenda
they are. IT’S NOT JUST
abortion-on-demand. It’s
euthanasia, embryo
destruction, even
infanticide—and a
potentially deadly
concern with “the
quality of life” of
disabled people. If you
think these issues don’t
concern you—guess again.
The Party of Death is
roaring into the White
House! In The Party of
Death, Ponnuru details
how left-wing radicals,
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using abortion as their
lever, took over the
Democratic Party—and how
they have used their
power to corrupt our law
and politics, abolish
our fundamental right to
life, and push the
envelope in ever more
dangerous directions. In
The Party of Death,
Ponnuru reveals: How
Hillary Clinton could
use the abortion issue
(but not in the way you
think) Why the
conventional wisdom
about Roe v.Wade is a
lie How the party of
death—a coalition of
special interests
ranging from Planned
Parenthood to
Hollywood—came to own
the Democratic Party How
the mainstream media
promotes the party of
death Why Jesse Jackson,
Al Gore, and other
leading liberals gave up
being pro-life How
liberals use animal
rights to displace human
rights The Democratic
presidential candidate
who said that
infanticide is a
mother’s “choice” How
doctors—and other health
care professionals—are

being coerced, by law,
into violating their
consciences The
ultrasound revolution:
why there’s hope to stop
the party of death
Ponnuru’s shocking
exposé shows just how
extreme the Party of
Death has become as they
seek to destroy every
inconvenient life,
demand fealty to their
radical agenda, and
punish anyone who defies
them.
Tearing Us Apart Ryan T.
Anderson 2022-06-28 The
political philosopher
Ryan T. Anderson,
bestselling author of
When Harry Became Sally:
Responding to the
Transgender Moment,
teams up with the prolife journalist
Alexandra DeSanctis to
expose the catastrophic
failure—social,
political, legal, and
personal—of legalized
abortion. Hope in the
Ruins of Roe With the
Supreme Court poised to
return abortion law to
the democratic process,
a powerful new book
reframes the coming
debate: Our fifty-year
experiment with
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unlimited abortion has
harmed everyone—even its
most passionate
proponents. Women, men,
families, the law,
politics, medicine, the
media—and, of course,
children (born and
unborn)—have all been
brutalized by the
culture of death
fostered by Roe v. Wade.
Abortion hollows out
marriage and the family.
It undermines the rule
of law and corrupts our
political system. It
turns healers into
executioners and
“women’s health” into a
euphemism for
extermination. Ryan T.
Anderson, a compelling
and reasoned voice in
our most contentious
cultural debates, and
the pro-life journalist
Alexandra DeSanctis
expose the false
promises of the abortion
movement and explain why
it has made everything
worse. Five decades
after Roe, everyone has
an opinion about
abortion. But after
reading Tearing Us
Apart, no one will think
about it in the same
way.

A Pastoral Intervention
Model For Abortions In
Mangaung Metroplitan
City Moshe Montlha
Musapelo 2020-04-30
Master's Thesis from the
year 2019 in the subject
Theology - Practical
Theology, , course: MTh
in practical theology,
language: English,
abstract: This text
looks at the issue of
unwanted pregnancies and
their termination from a
theological perspective
against the background
of the Pregnancy Act 199
(COTP) and my pastoral
concern. The failing
family planning program
of the Department of
Health has contributed
to this moral
controversy as some
women use the
termination of pregnancy
as a birth control
method. The termination
of pregnancy in South
Africa has become a
controversial issue
affecting communities
and the health
professionals since the
implementation of the
Choice on the
Termination of Pregnancy
Act 199 (COTP). This Act
has imposed a moral
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dilemma for many health
professionals and for
many contemplating
abortions. This has come
about in that it
provides for abortion on
demand in the first
trimester. It has also
caused many Christian
pastors and other
citizens great concern
due to the rise in the
number of abortions.
This study starts with a
literature review to
highlight the various
facets and views
surrounding the
explosive issue of
abortion on demand. This
opens the parameters
within which this matter
needs to be engaged.
Then the details of an
empirical research
conducted at three
designated facilities of
the Department of Health
in Mangaung Metropolitan
City are presented The
health professionals
that conduct abortions
were interviewed as well
as sixty clients that
underwent this procedure
under their service. The
research investigated
both groups’ experience
under COTP. It explores
not only the counselling

side, but also reasons
for abortion and related
emotions and concerns of
both health workers and
clients. Further, the
research probes their
religious views and
church attachments (if
any) and how they relate
to this controversial
issue. Then the two main
theological views on
termination of pregnancy
on demand are
considered. This part of
the study seeks to
arrive at a biblically
normative position. It
considers the biblical
worldview and the high
view it places on human
life. It concludes that
the pro-life position,
Christian morals and
moral regeneration, and
family planning should
be central programs, and
are crucial in dealing
with abortion on demand.
Finally there is a
formulation of a
pastoral intervention
model for the pastors in
the churches in Mangaung
Metropolitan City with
some attention to
recommendations for the
Department of Health.
Guerrilla Apologetics
for Life Issues
Paul E.
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Nowak 2005-11 Using nonreligious, non-political
arguments, Guerrilla
Apologetics for Life
Issues teaches readers
how to use targeted
questions to exploit
weaknesses in the
arguments of those that
support abortion,
euthanasia, and other
abuses of human life.
The book emphasizes the
importance of tactful
discussions over
disruptive quarrels, and
features a introduction
to common logical
fallacies.
Abortion & Dialogue Ruth
Colker 1992 Discusses
abortion from a
feminist-theological
perspective and explores
weaknesses in pro-life
and pro-choice
arguments, including the
failure of both sides to
address the larger issue
of reproductive health
Pro-Life Answers to ProChoice Arguments Randy
Alcorn 2009-01-21 As
politicians, citizens,
and families continue
the raging national
debate on whether it's
proper to end human life
in the womb, resources
like Randy Alcorn's

Prolife Answers to
Prochoice Arguments have
proven invaluable. With
over 75,000 copies in
print, this revised and
updated guide offers
timely information and
inspiration from a
"sanctity of life"
perspective. Real
answers to real
questions about abortion
appear in logical and
concise form. The final
chapter -- "Fifty Ways
to Help Unborn Babies
and Their Mothers"-- is
worth the price of this
book alone!
The Ethics of Abortion
Christopher Kaczor
2013-05-13 Appealing to
reason rather than
religious belief, this
book is the most
comprehensive case
against the choice of
abortion yet published.
The Ethics of Abortion
critically evaluates all
the major grounds for
denying fetal
personhood, including
the views of those who
defend not only abortion
but also infanticide. It
also provides several
(non-theological)
justifications for the
conclusion that
all
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human beings, including
those in utero, should
be respected as persons.
This book also critiques
the view that abortion
is not wrong even if the
human fetus is a person.
The Ethics of Abortion
examines hard cases for
those who are prolife,
such as abortion in
cases of rape or in
order to save the
mother’s life, as well
as hard cases for
defenders of abortion,
such as sex selection
abortion and the
rationale for being
“personally opposed” but
publically supportive of
abortion. It concludes
with a discussion of
whether artificial wombs
might end the abortion
debate. Answering the
arguments of defenders
of abortion, this book
provides reasoned
justification for the
view that all
intentional abortions
are morally wrong and
that doctors and nurses
who object to abortion
should not be forced to
act against their
consciences.
Reproductive Justice: A
Global Concern Joan C.

Chrisler 2012-02-13
Every woman in the world
has the right to control
her own body, plan her
family, receive good
quality medical care,
and give birth to a
healthy baby. This book
takes a comprehensive
look at the status of
women's reproductive
rights from a
transnational, humanrights perspective. •
Contributions from 25
distinguished
international scholars
with research, practice,
and public policy
expertise on
reproductive rights •
Bibliography with each
chapter • Concluding
chapter on international
public policy
Abortion Politics, Mass
Media, and Social
Movements in America
Deana A. Rohlinger
2014-12-22 Weaving
together analyses of
archival material, news
coverage, and interviews
conducted with
journalists from
mainstream and partisan
outlets as well as with
activists across the
political spectrum,
Deana A. Rohlinger
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reimagines how activists
use a variety of
mediums, sometimes
simultaneously, to
agitate for - and
against - legal
abortion. Rohlinger's
in-depth portraits of
four groups - the
National Right to Life
Committee, Planned
Parenthood, the National
Organization for Women,
and Concerned Women for
America - illuminates
when groups use media
and why they might
choose to avoid media
attention altogether.
Rohlinger expertly
reveals why some
activist groups are more
desperate than others to
attract media attention
and sheds light on what
this means for policy
making and legal
abortion in the twentyfirst century.
Pro-Life PDX! 2017 In a
study presented by the
CDC in 2006, 49% of
pregnancies reported
were unintended (Finer
et al. 2011), accounting
for almost half of the
US population of women.
Debates surrounding the
use of abortion services
by women in dealing with

unintended pregnancies
have entered mainstream
media in the form of
discussions about the
usefulness of Planned
Parenthood, and whether
or not Planned
Parenthood should be
defunded by the
government. On December
3, 2015, the Senate
"passed legislation to
defund Planned
Parenthood... with a
52-47 vote" (Chang
2015), illustrating the
divide in the US over
abortion politics, and
the public’s
reengagement with an age
old debate over when
life begins, as well as
larger structural
pressures placed on
women in dealing with
unintended pregnancies.
Within this debate
exists a dichotomy; prochoice and pro-life
women, and further, prochoice and pro-life
feminist women. In this
ethnography, I utilize
in-depth interviews and
participant observation
in speaking to women who
engage in pro-life
activism, gathering an
introductory expressions
of values and views.
The
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values explored in this
ethnography include
religion, fetal
personhood, and feminism
in relation to pro-life.
My research question
asks; What values are
central to Pro-life
women, and how do these
values intersect with
feminism to produce a
view of Pro-Life as
woman-centric?
Pained Michael Stein
2020-04-10 "As a
country, the United
States overinvests in
medical care, often at
the expense of the
social, economic, and
cultural forces that
produce health. Indeed,
the rise of medicine as
a cornerstone of
American life and
culture has coincided
with a social and
political devaluation of
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factors demonstrated to
mean more to one's
vitality than anything
else-influences like
where one lives, works,
and plays; livable wages
that create opportunity
for healthy living; and
gender and racial
equity. As such, this
book pushes the
conversation around
American health toward
matters of class, money,
and culture. It
highlights how the
structural components of
everyday life ultimately
determine who gets to be
healthy in today's
America. In doing so, it
makes a case for
reframing the political
discourse on public
health in less myopic,
more effectual terms"-The 'hard Cases' of
Abortion Family Research
Council of America 2000
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